
 

THE CHATTERERS

M. Levinas, J. Cage, S. Reich, G.  Aperghis, J. Bell, L. Berio, H. Cheng and anonymous composers 
from the 13thcentury

Songs, motets and UVOs (unidentified vocal objects)

The Ensemble plays with words and notes through the imagination of composers from yesterday 
and today.

For five female voices
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LES BAVARDES
In the Middle Ages, language was considered as “natural music”. The word motet, motetus, comes 
from the French “mot” meaning word. Highly popular during the 13thcentury, it played cleverly with 
musical discourse and dialectic art. It superimposed and intertwined different texts and different lan-
guages, bloating, spluttering, rambling, mocking or praising at will. A veritable Tower of Babel, a mas-
terpiece of rhetoric or merely gay banter, the motet allowed the musician’s enthusiasm to shine through 
by exploring new possibilities of notation.
The recent pieces of this programme share this spirit and the taste for experimentation and the extraor-
dinary. They use language as the raw material of music.
This programme is intended to be both scholarly and entertaining, with the contemporary pieces and 
texts giving pride of place to humour and theatricality.

DE CAELIS

Five a cappella women’s voices

Formed in 1998 by its artistic director Laurence Brisset, the De Caelis Ensemble specialises in the 
performance of unaccompanied vocal works of the Middle Ages. The Ensemble’s passion for this litt-
le-known repertoire has resulted in a body of work that is based upon knowledge of original sources, 
of systems of notation and of the context of the works concerned. 
The Ensemble likes to spur unlikely encounters between the masters of the past and those of today. It 
places early music in a living and creative process, shedding new light on our heritage.
Ground of experimentation and research into timbre, ornamentation and improvisation, De Caelis 
invites every season composers to discover the specificities of its directory.  The Ensemble is committed 
to the creation and performance of contemporary works and presents them in programmes intended to 
create resonances between two periods of great creative innovation: the Middle Ages and the present 
day.
De Caelis explores spaces: the art of the singing a cappella offers a singular experience which takes 
shape as well in old places as in current rooms. The desire to transmit these past and present writings 
by the naked voice, at the same time fragile and powerful, remains the ambition of the Ensemble.

The De Caelis Ensemble enjoys the support of the DRAC Normandie, and the Normandy Region and 
receives the aid of ADAMI, SPEDIDAM, the Musique Nouvelle en Liberté and the Institut Français. It 
was awarded the Prix Liliane Bettencourt for choral singing (2016), and that Foundation will be suppor-
ting the Ensemble in the years to come. The Ensemble’s primary sponsor is Mécénat Musical Société 
Générale. De Caelis is a member of Profedim, the Federation of Specialized Vocal and Instrumental  
Ensembles (FEVIS) and the Futurs composés network. 


